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Madhya Pradesh Professional Examination Board, known as the MPPEB Vyapam is a solitary body of the MP state Government, which conducts over 30 examinations across the year, including entrance exams, selection, and even recruitment exams mostly in the fields of Teaching, Nursing, and Science. To know more latest updates, candidates should
check the MP Vyapam latest news here. The application form for the MPPEB Vyapam 2022-22 has not been released yet. The application fees for the unreserved candidates are INR 500 /- and for the reserved categories, the MPPEB Vyapam application fee is INR 250/-. Various other fields are also included in the examination list. Madhya Pradesh
Professional Examination Board (MPPEB) has postponed the MP Vyapam exam dates due to the pandemic. In 2020 also, the exams were delayed and the MPPEB result for the 2020-2022 exam of Jail Prahari was released in April 2022. MPPEB Highlights MP Vyapam is the board set up by the state government of Madhya Pradesh to conduct various
entrance/recruitment exams by testing the eligibility of the candidates for various governmental posts being released accordingly. Particulars Details Board Name Madhya Pradesh Professional Examination Board Number of exams conducted in a year Over 30 entrance / recruitment exams Type of activity of the Board Autonomous Number of
students/candidates benefitted every year Over 20 lakh Official website Mode of application Online Mode of examination Offline Jobs offered Various sectors involving the governmental influence, such as Assistant, constable, typist, and many others as per the requirement Application Form The application process for the majority of the jobs offered is
in the online mode ONLY. Before filling up the application, candidates have to go through the various eligibility criteria mentioned by the concerned authorities. You may follow the steps mentioned below to fill the application form for MP VYAPAM 2022 vacancies: Step 1: Visit the official website of the board - and select the language as per your
preference. Step 2: On the homepage of the official website, click on the option ‘ Online Form’ shown at the top bar. Step 3: You will be redirected to a new window displaying all the posts that have vacancies or upcoming vacancies. Now, under the candidate listing option, select the ‘Profile registration form.’ Step 4: If you are a new candidate, you
will have to register with your phone number, email id, and verify the same will be done using an OTP – one-time password. Step 5: Once registered, you will receive your login credentials on your registered phone number/email id. Step 6: After the verification, complete the eKYC for your process and then proceed further. Step 7: Select the post for
which you are willing to apply and fill in the asked details with care. Step 8: Upload the documents – passport size photo, signature, and any other if asked in good quality to avoid any mishappening at the time of examination. Step 9: Verify all the details and proceed to pay the application fee. Step 10: Once the payment is done, you will receive a
notification in your email regarding the successful completion of the application. NOTE: Before filling up the application form, you will be required to do an eKYC for your process. This eKYC can be done using your AADHAR card (if your phone number has been registered with it). If not, you can complete the same using biometrics. Once the eKYC is
done, you can proceed with the further filling of the application form. Application Fee For successful completion of the application process, candidates need to pay an application fee which has been specified as under: Caste Application fee for MP VYAPAM General INR 500 /- SC / ST / OBC / PWD INR 250/- Correction Once the application process is
complete, the authorities provide an additional chance to rectify any mistakes that you might have made while filling up the application form. There will be a time limit within which the candidate can make the necessary changes, barring which the candidate himself will be held responsible for any of the mistakes and will not be allowed for the
examination of the selected post. NOTE: You will be allowed to rectify the mistakes in your details and no other criteria will be open for rectification, such as the selection of the examination centre will NOT be rectified. MP VYAPAM releases notifications across the year for various posts which the candidates can check and verify their eligibility and
fill up the application form for the desired post accordingly. The candidates can follow certain simple steps which have been specified in the article earlier to fill up the application form for the MP VYAPAM exam. Download MPPEB/ MP Vyapam Previous Years’ Question Paper PDFs and Answer Keys to understand the style and pattern of questions
asked. MPPEB FAQs Ques: When are the exams for the MP VYAPAM held? Ans: Hi aspirant, the exams for the posts being displayed on the MP VYAPAM are held mostly in May, June, and July. However, due to the sudden spike of the pandemic, the exams for the cycle of the year 2022 are being postponed until further notice. Ques: How frequently are
the MP VYAPAM exams held every year? Ans: The exams for every post(s) that have been specified on the MP VYAPAM website are held only ONCE every year. Ques: What are the eligibility criteria for appearing in the MP VYAPAM exam? Ans: The minimum educational requirement for appearing in the MP VYAPAM held exams is 12th or equivalent
from a recognized board, and the minimum age criteria are 18 years of age on the day of application and maximum age of 33 years. There will be certain relaxations in the case of reserved categories which will be specified as per requirements. Ques: What are some of the most popular MP VYAPAM exams? Ans: Hi aspirants, some of the most popular
exams held by the MP VYAPAM Board are – MP PAT, MP PSTET, MP PPT. MPPEB exam date for Group 1 and 2 posts has been announced. The Madhya Pradesh Professional Examination Board will be held on August 06-07, 2022. Under this recruitment drive, a total of 208 candidates will be recruited. Solve MPPEB Previous Year Papers. Similar
Exam Updates MPPEB is a self-financed, autonomous board incorporated by the state government of Madhya Pradesh. It was set-up as a Pre-medical test board in the year 1970. Later, in 1982, it was amalgamated with the Pre-Engineering test board and was named Professional Examination Board (P.E.B). It is currently one of the most diversified
Entrance Recruitment and Selection Conducting boards in India. It is also known as MP Vyapam. It conducts more than 30 exams annually, and on average, about 20 lakhs of students sit in these exams every year. Stay updated about the board’s latest notifications by regularly checking the Important Notices / Advertisement to Candidates page under
the Candidates section. MPPEB Highlights Name of the board Madhya Pradesh Professional Examination Board Also known as MP Vyapam Set up in 1970 Set up by The state government of Madhya Pradesh Board type Autonomous No. of exams (Annually) 30 Average no. of students sitting for exams every year 20 lakhs Official Website MPPEB
Eligibility Candidates must check eligibility criteria before applying for any posts. All the applicants must be a citizen of India to apply for any posts at MP Vyapam. Detailed post-wise eligibility criteria are discussed below: Rural Agricultural Officer Educational qualification: The candidate must be holding a degree in Agricultural Science. Age limit:
18 to 40 years for General category (Age relaxation is given as per government norms) Group-03 (Sub-Engineer / Draftsman) Educational qualification: Must have completed 10 + 2 along with a diploma in the concerned subject. Age limit: 18 to 40 years for General category (Age relaxation is given as per government norms) Jail Prahari Educational
qualification: Must have completed at least 10 + 2 Age limit: 18 to 33 years for General category (Age relaxation is given as per government norms) Along with the requirements mentioned above, candidates must also fulfill the following physical requirements for the post of Jail Prahari: Criteria Male Female Height 165 Cms 158 Cms Chest Minimum
83 Cms N/A Running 800 Meters in 2 minutes and 50 seconds 800 Meters in 4 minutes Shot-put 7.260 Kgs Ball through 20 feet 4 Kgs Ball through 16 feet Educational qualification: Must have completed 12th or equivalent. Age limits: 18 to 33 years for General category (Age relaxation is given as per government norms) Download MPPEB/ MP
Vyapam Previous Years’ Question Paper PDFs and Answer Keys. MPPEB Application The MPPEB application process for various recruitments is online. The aspiring candidates must make sure that they fulfill the eligibility criteria mentioned in the notification of the post they are applying for. The candidates are also advised to fill up the application
form as soon as possible after the notification is published. They may face server issues during the last days of the form application. How to fill up the online application form? Follow the following steps to fill up the MP Vyapam Recruitment online application form: Registration First of all, visit the official website - and select your preferred language.
Click on the ‘Online Form’ in the top menu. A new window will open, and the page will enlist all the current vacancies available for applications. Click on ‘Profile registration Form’ under the ‘Candidate profiling’ section. First-time applicants will be asked to enter their mobile number, enter your mobile number, and verify the same using a One time
password (OTP). After successful verification, you will receive the registration ID and password on your mobile number via SMS. Save those details for future references. Profile eKYC Log in using your registration ID and Password that you received on your mobile number, and you’ll be asked for eKYC. There are two options for eKYC: (1) eKYC
through OTP (2) eKYC through Biometric. If you have your mobile number linked with your Aadhaar card, you can proceed with the OTP-based eKYC verification process. Otherwise, continue completing your eKYC using biometric verification. Application Process After completion of eKYC, continue filling up the form for your desired recruitment post.
Fill in all the details in the application form carefully as requested and upload the requested documents. Keep in mind that the quality of uploaded documents should be good enough. Otherwise, it may become one reason behind the rejection of your application. Click Submit after reviewing all the filled details and documents and proceed with the
application fee payment. Save the application form and fee receipt as PDF and take one print out for future references. Application Fees The application fees may vary according to the post you are applying for and the category you belong to. Generally, candidates belonging to reserved categories (EWS/OBC/ST/SC/PWD, etc.) are given concession in
application fees. MPPEB Pattern It is always wise to know about any exam thoroughly before applying. The exam pattern may vary depending upon the post you are applying for. Generally, MP Vyapam conducts one or two papers for each post, each containing 100 multiple-choice questions. The first paper is general and is almost the same for all of
the posts. Paper-I contains questions related to the post you’re applying for. The exam may also include physical examination tests for some posts, such as police constables. MPPEB Exams MP Vyapam conducts various recruitment and entrance examinations throughout the year, as mentioned in the table below: Madhya Pradesh Agency for
Promotion of Information Technology (MAPIT) e-governance Recruitment Exam Assistant Sub-Inspector, LDC & Stenographer, etc. Recruitment Exam for Police HQ, Home (Police) Jail Department - Prahari (Karyapalik) Recruitment Exam Police Recruitment Exam for Subedar and Sub-Inspector Cadre Recruitment Exam for Police (Home) Department
Group-3 Sub Engineer- Civil/ Electrical/ Mechanical/ Draftsman Recruitment Exam Police Constable Recruitment Exam Group-2 (Sub Group -2) Combined Recruitment Exam for Asst. Auditor, Asst. Accountant Officer (AAO), Accountant, and other equivalent designations Sub Engineer Recruitment Exam Group-4, Assistant Grade -3 Stenographer,
Stenotypist, Data Entry Operator Combined Recruitment Exam Samagra Samajik Suraksha Vistar Adhikari Recruitment Exam MP Rajya Sahkari Vipnan Sangh Maryadit Recruitment Exam Jail Department, Principal Chief Conservator of Forest & State Forest Development Co. Ltd Bhopal Combined Recruitment Exam Group-2 Sub Group-4 AG1 &3 and
other post Recruitment Exam Drug Inspector Recruitment Exam Group - 2 (Sub- Group -3) Combined Recruitment Exam for Junior Supply Officer, Fisheries Inspector, and other equivalent posts Recruitment Exam for Group-05 Pharmacist, Lab Technician & other equivalent designations Group - 2 (Sub Group -1) Combined Recruitment Exam for
Assistant Quality Controller (AQC) and other equivalent designations Directorate of Integrated Child development services (ICDS) Recruitment Exam (for Female supervisor and Supervisor Female Anganwadi Worker) Nayab Tehsildar Departmental Recruitment Exam Group-2 (Sub Group -3) Combined Recruitment Exam For Lab Technician,
Physiotherapy Technician, Staff Nurse, and Other Posts Patwari Recruitment Exam Group-2 (Sub Group -4) Labour Inspector and other equivalent posts Recruitment Exam Group - 01 (Sub Group -3) Block Extension Officer & other equivalent job posts combined recruitment - Teacher eligibility tests (TETs) Middle School Teacher Eligibility Test High
School Teacher Eligibility Test Primary School Teacher Eligibility Test - Entrance Tests PPT: For entrance to Polytechnic diploma courses PAT: For entrance to B.Tech. (Ag. Engg.), B.Sc. (Ag.), B.Sc. (Forestry), B.Sc. (Horticulture), B.Sc. (Ag. & Entrepreneurship) GNTST: General Nursing Training (Entrance exam only for girls) PNST: For entrance to
B.Sc. Nursing Training (Only for girls) PAHUNT: Pre-Ayurved, Homeopathic, Unani, Naturopathy & Yoga Degree Courses entrance exam Pre B.Ed. : Bachelor of Education and M.Ed, B.P.Ed, M.P.Ed. (Two Years) and B.Ed.-M.Ed. ( Combined Three Years) entrance exam. DAHET: For entrance to Diploma in Animal Husbandry P.V. & F.T.: entrance to
Veterinary and Fisheries SOE: For entrance to Schools of Excellence SOM: For entrance to Schools of Model MPPEB Syllabus Candidates also must have thorough information about the syllabus of the exam to score decent marks. The MP Vyapam conducts exams for various posts throughout the year. Paper-I contains questions from subjects such as
General Knowledge, Current Affairs, Logical reasoning, Quantitative aptitude, and English Grammar. Paper-II has questions from topics related to the post you’re applying for. Paper Subjects Marks Paper-I General Knowledge General Hindi General English General Mathematics General Reasoning Ability General Science General Computer
Knowledge 100 Paper-II Related to post you’re applying for 100 MPPEB Selection The selection process at MP Vyapam generally contains a written test and physical test (if required). After completing the written examination, a category wise merit list based on the marks will be prepared, and candidates scoring above the cut-off marks will be called
for document verification (DV) and medical checkup. The final appointment will be made only after successful document verification and medical checkup. Admit Card All the Candidates who applied for recruitments under the MP Vyapam Recruitment 2022 can download the Admit Cards for their respective examinations from the official site only. The
candidates are requested to check the official site regularly for the latest notifications regarding the admit card for examinations. The Admit cards are usually made available for downloads one or two weeks before the examinations. How to Download MP Vyapam Recruitment 2022 Admit Card? Follow the following steps to download your admit card:
Open the MP Vyapam Official site - and choose your preferred language. Now open the Admit Card section given in the top menu. Click on the name of your examination from the list of examinations. Enter your application number (it can be found on your application form), date of birth & captcha, and hit the Search button. Your admit card, including
all the details such as examination date, center, time, etc., will pop-up on your screen and save the same. Candidates can print out the admit card for the examination as candidates not carrying admit cards are not allowed for the examination halls. Answer Keys MPPEB always releases answer keys for various examinations a few weeks before the
declaration of the final results. Candidates are again requested to regularly visit the official website for the latest notifications regarding the answer keys. How to Check the Answer Key? Once the answer keys are released, the candidates can follow the following steps to check their answer keys: Visit the official website and choose your preferred
language. Click on the Model Answer / Final Answer in the Candidates section given on the page’s left-hand side. Download the Answer Keys by clicking the name of the respective examination and date & time of inspection. What are the Model & Final Answer Keys? The MP Vyapam first releases the Model Answer Keys. The candidates check their
responses with the Model Answer Keys. In case they’re not satisfied with the answers given in the Model Answer Keys, they are required to contact the exam authorities regarding the same. All the challenges received from candidates are received, evaluated, and the Final Answer Keys are prepared based on the same. The final result is calculated on
the Final Answer Key. MPPEB Results MP Vyapam results are released after the publication of the final answer keys. The Result will be published on the official website - . The result shows individual scores along with their rank in merit lists. No specific dates have been declared for the MP Vyapam 2022 recruitment results. Candidates are required
to keep their eyes on the official website after the publication of the final answer keys. How to check MP Vyapam Results? Candidates can follow the below-mentioned steps to check their MP Vyapam Results: Open the MP Vyapam Official site - and choose your preferred language. Click on the Results tab on the top menu and select your exam. Enter
your Application no. OR Roll no. with the date of birth. Fill in the security code and hit the Search button. Download your MP Vyapam results
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